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Abstract 

A nonuniform dusty plasma held in equilibrium in a magnetic field against gravity has a polarization electric field Eo in 
the direction of gravity for negatively charged dust grains. It is shown that the EO x BO drift of the plasma which carries a 
positive current induces, in combination with compressible dust dynamics, a novel flute-like interchange instability that is 
different from the usual Rayleigh-Taylor mode. 

1. Introduction 

The situation where an inverted density distribution 
of a dusty plasma may be held in a magnetic field 
against gravity can occur in many space and astrophys- 
ical scenarios. Such a configuration is well known to 
be Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) unstable for a fully ion- 
ized plasma [ 11. The presence of massive dust parti- 
cles, which generally get negatively charged, alters the 
situation somewhat. D’Angelo [2] has, for instance, 
reported a reduction in the growth of the R-T insta- 
bility in the presence of stationary charged dust par- 
ticulates. The present authors [ 33 have found a sim- 
ilar reduction in a somewhat more generalized treat- 
ment of the dusty R-T instability. However, both pre- 
vious works [2,3] have neglected the dust dynam- 
ics. The treatment thus amounts to freezing the dust 
particles and with it the electronic charge they have 
taken up from the plasma. The reduction in the growth 

1 Permanent address: Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad 
380009, India. 

rate arises essentially from the reduction in the charge 
density perturbation (nil - n,i ) resulting therefrom. 
Such an approximation may be valid for somewhat 
high-frequency perturbations but is physically unac- 
ceptable, as in a physical situation all frequencies of 
the perturbation are available. It is, therefore, neces- 
sary to abondon this restriction. Furthermore, relaxing 
the above restriction and thereby rendering the dust 
particles mobile also necessitates that the equilibrium 
question be also addressed properly including the re- 
sponse of the dust component under the gravity force. 
Earlier, it was tacitly assumed that the dust particles 
were held fixed and were not allowed to respond to 
the gravity force. 

In this Letter, we incorporate dust dynamics in the 
study of the interch~ge inst~ility and demons~ate 
the existence of a new dust-dyn~cs-induct insta- 
bility, which is different from the usual R-T mode 
[l-3]. 
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2. Equilibrium 

Consider a dusty plasma held in a magnetic field 
under gravity. The plasma particles, both the electrons 
and ions, are assumed to be magnetized, while the 
micron-sized massive dust particles are unmagnetized. 
The plasma and dust momentum balance equation in 
equilibrium are then 

(1) 

and 

qdndE0 + ndmdg = 0, (2) 

where p and JO are, respectively, the sum of the elec- 
tron and ion pressures and current densities, c is the 

speed of light, BcZ is the external magnetic field, t 
is the unit vector along the z axis, ?Q() = ltea + &nda, 
qd = -Zde, e is the magnitude of the electron charge 
and zd is the number of the charge residing on the dust 
grains, which are assumed to be negatively charged. 
In the dust momentum balance equation (2)) the dust 
particles are held in balance under the action of the 
gravitational force mdg = -m&, and the dc electric 
field EO = -Eof is produced by the charge imbalance. 
The latter is, of course, created by the pull on the dust 
particles by the gravity. 

The equation of continuity of the plasma is 

v - Jo_L = 0, (3) 

assuming that the parallel (to Bat) component of the 
current density is zero, while the cold dust component 
has zero velocity in equilibrium. 

As already noted in Ref. [ 21, any plasma pressure 
or density distribution, which is uniform in the g x BO 
direction (which because of (2) is also the EO x BO 
direction) is a solution of Eq. ( 1). 

3. Perturbation analysis 

The equilibrium given by ( 1) -( 3) is disturbed in 
the presence of electrostatic waves in the frequency 
regime Y&, w,d < w < W,i, where v& is the charg- 
ing frequency of the dust grains, @cd (tici) is the dust 
gyro- (ion gyro-) frequency. In a low-beta plasma, 

the wave electric field vector is given by El = -V+, 
where 4 is the electrostatic potential. The perpendic- 
ular (to L) component of the electron and ion fluid 
velocities in the drift approximation ( ]dtj < wci) are, 
respectively, 

r&J_ =:E+VDe, 

and 

(4) 

viJ_ m VEX + UDi f vg + vpi E vi1 + vpi, (5) 

where usi = (c/&)2 X 04 is the El x & drift ve- 
locity, VD, = -(c/e&n,)? x V(n,T,) is the electron 
diamagnetic drift, voi = (c/e&&) 2 X V (TZiz) is the 
ion diamagnetic drift, Upi = - (c/Baw,i) [ dt + ( VEO + 
v~+v,) -0) ] VJ_+ is the ion polarization drift, vsa = 

(c/Bo)Eo x 2, VW = (c/eBonio)Z x V(nioT~), and 

vg = (g/wci) j is the equilibrium ion fluid drift caused 
by the gravitational field. Here, nj and Tj are the num- 
ber density and the temperature of the particle species 
j (j equals e for electrons, i for ions and d for dust 
grains). We note that the electron gravitational drift is 
smaller by a factor m,/mi compared to vg, where me 
is the electron mass. For convenience, the ion motion 
along the magnetic field direction has been ignored. 

Substituting Eq. (4) into the electron continuity 
equation, we have 

(8, + vE0 - V)%l + VEl ’ V&O = 0, (6) 

where n,t (< n,a) is the electron number density 
perturbation and the electron motion parallel to the 
magnetic field direction has been ignored. 

On the other hand, inserting expression (5) for uil 
into the ion continuity equation, we obtain 

[a, + (00 + ug)Jyl%l + VEl * V&O 

where 41 (<< nia) is the ion number density perturba- 

tion, Dt = dt+(Uo+Ug+Ui*)dy, uo = (C/&J)&, ug = 
g/tici GE vi/R, vi* = (C/e~O~iO)~~V[~iO(x)~O(~)l, 

ud is the ion thermal velocity, and R is the radius of 
curvature. 

The dynamics of the unmagnetized cold charged 
dust particulates is governed by 

a&t1 + &jaV * vd = 0, (8) 
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and 

md&vd = -qdV& (9) 

where ?&jr (< ~0) is the dust number density pertur- 
bation. 

Sub~acting (6) from (7) and imposing the quasi- 
neutrality Condition (r&l +Zdndl = nil), which is valid 
for plasmas in which the ion plasma frequency is much 
larger than the ion gyro-frequency, we obtain 

us+(%l + Zdndl ) - $$&ndo+4 

+(af+~O&)(Zdndl)--- %Oc DJ+j = 0. 
&wci 

(10) 

The combination of (8) and (9) leads to 

dtrndl -t- (11) 

Eqs. (6), ( 10) and (11) are the desired equations 
for studying interchange instabilities in nonuniform 
dusty magnetoplasmas containing mobile charged dust 
grains. 

In order to obtain the local dispersion relation, we 
assume that all the physical variables (viz., net, # and 
~QI ) vary as exp( iky - iut), where k = jk and w are 
the wavevector and the frequency, respectively. Thus, 

Fourier analyzing (6), ( 10) and ( 11) and ~mbining 
the resultant equations, we obtain the linear dispersion 
relation 

n2 - fh, f gt?K, - &ip(&i) =O, 

(12) 

where .Q = w - kg/&d, @* = kvi*, E = neo/nio, ICY = 

d, ln n&, fed = d, ln YldO and I&, = ticdud. We have 
also substituted for Es in terms of g from the equilib- 
rium condition (2). It is observed that us = g/Wed > 
vg E g/w,i, SO that ~0 + us M ~0. 

The first three terms of (12) essentially give the 
usual Rayleigh-Taylor instability incorporating the fi- 
nite Larmor radius effects, the growth rate of which is 
reduced because of the factor E in the third term [2, 
31. The only role the dust plays in this instability is 
to make a fraction (1 - E) of the electrons inert by 
attaching them to itself. The second set of two terms 
f the fourth and the fifth terms on the left-hand side of 
( 12) ) are both multiplied by the dust charge number 

&, and have their origin directly in the dust dynamics. 
When the last two terms dominate over the first three 
terms on the left-hand side of ( 12), then we may sep- 
arately equate them to zero, whereby they yield a new 
kind of dust interch~ge instability, entirely different 
from the R-T mode. The new interch~ge mode dis- 
persion relation thus reads 

2 kwxi 
0 -- 

ki 
w+gk2=() 

ki 
, (13) 

where 

-=Iwed~itw,d%(l-~)“2, (14) 

It follows from ( 14) that there appears au instability if 

‘&kd > &. 

Inequality ( 15) can also be written as 

(16) 

The quantity igrzd is the distance A, through which 
a dust particle would free fall under gravity from rest. 
Condition ( 16) for instability has the interesting phys- 
ical meaning that the dust density variation length 
Ld = kzf be less than 2/d times the dust free fall 
distance As, over a dust gyro-period rCd z wz’_ If 
4gkd > ~2, then 

(17) 

Eq. (17) predicts an oscillatory instability with an 
increment (g/kd) lj2k. Since the latter is propor- 
tional to the wavenumber k, it is likely that short 
wavelength perturbations could be rapidly driven via 
the present instability mechanism. Furthermore, the 
present growth rate, in general, could also be larger 
than the usual R-T growth rate of this system. 

4. Summary 

The equilibrium of a dusty plasma supported by 
a magnetic field under gravity involves an equilib- 
rium polarization electric field in the direction of grav- 
ity which holds the negatively charged unmagnetized 
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massive dust particles from falling freely under grav- 
ity. Such an equilib~~ electric field 230 produces the 
Ea x Ba drift of the electrons and ions, which exceeds 
the ion gravity drift by a dust to ion mass ratio. 

In this paper, we have studied the instability of a 
self-consistent dusty plasma equilibrium state against 
electrostatic perturbations employing the multi-fluid 
model. The latter holds provided that the grain sizes 
as well as the inter-grain spacing are much smaller 
than the ch~acteristic scale lengths (viz. the plasma 
Debye length, gyro-radii, etc.). It has been shown 
that there appears a new type of interchange instabil- 
ity that is primarily induced by the dynamics of the 
dust particles. The physical mechanism of the newly 
found instability can then be understood as follows: 
Because of the charge imbalance (ni - IZ~ ) in the dusty 
plasma, the E x BO drift now carries a positive current 
[4]. A transverse plasma density perturbation with 
a wavevector in the Ea x Bo direction coupled with 
a longitudinal (compressible) negative charged dust 
density perturbation with the same wavevector then 
produces a charge wave in a plasma with an inhomo- 
geneity in the direction of Ea (or ~uiv~ently g) . The 
El x BO drift resulting from the charge wave then en- 
hances the latter, if the equilibrium density is inverted 
with respect to the gravity. Accordingly, the present 
interchange sets in. 

The result of the instability would be to make the 
plasma move along the direction of Ea, so as to nullify 
it. This will then allow the dust to fall further under 
gravity, pulling the plasma again with it through the 
newely found instability. This then provides a proper 
mechanism through which a dusty plasma will fall 

under gravity dete~n~ essentially by the massive 
dust component. 

Our investigation assumes constant charge on the 
dust grains. In reality, the dust charge fluctuations in- 
duced by wave motions may cause a small damping 
[ 5,6], Accordingly, the growth rate of our interchange 
instability could be somewhat reduced. 

The results of our investigation should obviously 
be relevant in a variety of low-temperate laboratory 
as well as space and geophysics plasmas which are 
held under the combined effects of gravity and Lorentz 
forces. 
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